
 

 

Case Study: Globanet Classify 

OVERVIEW 

Market Sector Trading 

Customer Size 8,000 

Products Used Enterprise Vault, Globanet Classify 

Services Requested eDiscovery Services 

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 

 The customer was initially archiving all data with the same archiving policy. It was then discovered that certain 

types of data required different retention categories to those initially defined. While Enterprise Vault does allow 

data to be automatically reclassified where shortcuts exist for original archived items in the users mailbox, this is 

not the case for data where there is no link remaining within the mailbox. 

 The customer’s primary objective therefore was to be able to reclassify the data already ingested in the most cost 

effective and efficient manner. This needed to be performed en-masse across many thousands of archives. This 

then enabled proper and timely expiry of data according to retention rules. 

ADEPT-TEC SOLUTION 

 Adept-tec utilised a tool called Classify from Globanet to meet the customer’s specific requirements. As part of 

our best of breed eDiscovery toolset, this allows the reclassification and deletion of data which matches defined 

search criteria, further refined by regular expression searching of the data. The Classify tool can therefore perform 

far more complex searches than would be possible with the Enterprise Vault toolset alone. 

 Adept-tec worked with the customer’s compliance team to define and test the specific criteria required to identify 

the data targeted for reclassification, providing a full set of reports and verification checks to make sure that the 

data had been classified correctly.   

ABOUT ADEPT-TEC 

Adept-tec helps companies implement, enhance and transform their archiving solutions, allowing augmented e-

discovery and search capabilities. As well as specialising in migrations, best of breed toolsets and optimising your 

archiving experience we can provide full training on the solutions we support.  

We offer a full turn-key solution on commissioned projects or can integrate into an existing team structure to provide 

specialist advice and skills where required. Our priority is always on advising the customer on the most appropriate and 

cost-effective solution utilising the best-of-breed tools. We have a well-deserved reputation for providing our customers 

with the optimal solution for their business needs. 


